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Fisher’s Iris data set (collected in 1935) has 150 
flowers, 50 each from three known Iris species. 

      setosa               versicolor             virginica 

Four measurements: 

  Sepal length 

  Sepal width 

  Petal length 

  Petal width 

Methodology

K-means: minimizes distance between points and 
centers of clusters 

Not unique output. We use multiple runs to make 
consensus matrix 

Visualizing clusters with heat map:  

  Display colored dots based on value of entry in 
consensus matrix 

  Green < Magenta < Red < Black 

  Organize rows and columns by cluster 

  Clusters are ordered setosa, versicolor, virginica 

4 clusters:  

  setosa cluster breaks into 
two clusters 

  setosa clusters are tightly 
bound, connected by 
weaker edges 

3 clusters:  

  versicolor and virginica 
cluster well 

  heat map and cluster 
strength measure suggest 
splitting setosa cluster 

Fisher’s Iris data set is generally accepted to have 
three clusters.  Surprisingly, our tools suggest  
there are four clusters. 

Turn consensus matrix into weighted graph 

Data easily separates into species.  Can other 
patterns be discovered through data analysis? 

Clustering: act of grouping similar objects to reveal 
hidden patterns 

We apply mathematical algorithms to cluster 
Fisher’s Iris data set. 

Here objects 4 and 5 
clustered together 60% 
of the time 

Minimizes inter-cluster edge weights while  
maximizing intra-cluster edge weights 

Form clusters X1, …, Xk to minimize MinMaxCut: 
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Heat Map of Iris Data: 3 Clusters
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Heat Map of Iris Data: 4 Clusters

Splitting perfect cluster Xj changes MinMaxCut to 

Split existing cluster, compare actual value to 
theoretical formula to decide if cluster can be split 

Measuring Cluster Strength


